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Introduction

Goal
Create a package that automatically generates a model of a cell mem-
brane around a protein in order to aid researchers studying ion channels

Currently available packages are inefficient at generating cell membrane
models, either being too slow or not flexible enough to handle the myriad
of proteins that researchers are studying. We created a new package that
is both efficient and flexible.

Mesh

A surface mesh is a way of breaking down and
representing the surface of an object using a fi-
nite number of triangles such that you can model
and simulate properties of that surface.

Surface Mesh [5]

A volume mesh is similar to a surface mesh. In-
stead of breaking down the surface of an object
into triangles, we break down the entire object
into tetrahedrons (pyramids) such that we can
perform simulations on it.

Volume Mesh [6]

Package Stages

The following are the tasks our package must accomplish:

• Generate a surface mesh of the box and cell membrane surrounding
the protein.

• Convert our surface mesh into a volume mesh with the help of other,
open source packages.

• Split the resultant volume mesh into its different components: the cell
membrane, the ion channel protein, and the solvent surrounding them.

Surface Mesh

The surface mesh is generated by combining faces into a box. The box is
then set to enclose the protein.

Face Generation

To generate a face, we recognize that triangles
are identified by the 3 node ids that form the ver-
tices. By careful assignment of node ids, we can
calculate the triangles associated with a given
node based on its id and the width of the face.

Nonuniform Face
Box Mesh Generation

In order to generate a nonuniform box surface
mesh to enclose our protein, we combine the
meshes of 6 separate faces. Once the faces are
joined, we scale and shift the box to enclose our
protein mesh.

Nonuniform Box

Volume Mesh

Conversion to Volume Mesh
In order to convert our nonuniform box mesh to a volume mesh, we input
our surface mesh into Tetgen [1] which is a program that conveniently con-
verts our surface mesh to a volume mesh. Tetgen [1] generates tetrahedra
using the nodes in our surface mesh as vertices of the tetrahedra.

Separation of Solvent and Membrane
Tetgen has no knowledege of the cell membrane. It outputs a volume mesh
with two regions: protein and solvent. Starting with a seed tetrahedron that
lies inside the membrane, we conduct a search to find all nearby tetrahedra
that also lie inside the membrane. This process is repeated until we have
checked all tetrahedra in the region.

A Visualization of Breadth First Search

Conversion Process

Below is an image which shows the 4 major stages of the mesh during
the conversion process. We begin with a protein surface mesh, then a box
surface mesh is generated to surround the protein, then the surface mesh
is converted into a volume mesh. Finally, the mesh is separated into the
solvent, membrane, and protein meshes.

The Stages of Mesh Generation
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